Onza Distribution is an international audiovisual content distributor,
with a focus on global exploitation and transmedia. We work intensely
in all of the five continents and we have a presence in all of the main
international markets.
Our goal is to act as partners of audiovisual producers and TV channels, who trust our services with the purpose of obtaining the greatest
distribution performance in the export of their contents, to ease their
access to a massive global market full of opportunities, and to help
them gain international exposure.
Dedication, efficiency, and transparency, are the attributes that best
define our philosophy and the people that are part of Onza Distribution. We are a team of highly experienced professionals in the distribution sector, with great enthusiasm and willingness to serve our clients
as best as possible.
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DOCUMENTARIES

TRAVEL

THE QUEST
TRAVEL & HISTORY

“THE INDIANA JONES SAGA INTO DOCUM ENTARY FO RMAT”

Diego, an explorer who firmly believes there are still places to be

discovered, travels the world taking ancient myths and legends as an
inspiration. In adrenaline-driven adventures, he joins expert and local
communities to, step by step, cover the world world map of new names.
The Quest is a thrilling adventure, but also an intimate journey that
aims to inspire others to be surprised.
WATCH ONLINE

2017 / 4x54’/ HD
Produced by
93 METROS

DOCUMENTARIES

TRAVEL

LADY TRAVELLERS
TRAVEL

“BRAV E, ADV ENTUROUS, SM ART…
THE F IRST WOM EN TRAV EL L ERS IN HISTORY”

Between the end of the 19th century and the beginning of the 20th

2017 / HD / 6x24’ (Season 01)
6x24’ (Season 02)
Produced by
ANTHOS PRODUZIONI

women begin to travel on their own. Pioneers of the new world, they
blend courage, curiosity and the thirst for freedom with skilful inquiry
into the human soul. These women undertake adventurous journeys
to the ends of the earth, recording, photographing and drawing every
new discovery along the way.
Each episode is dedicated to the adventures of a single explorer,
mixing travel diaries, graphic reconstruction, archive material - photos
taken by the female travellers, drawings, notes - present-day onlocation filming and interviews with experts to trace the historical
context of the journeys and undertakings, creating a visual pastiche
unique to the genre.
WATCH ONLINE

DOCUMENTARIES

TRAVEL

GLOBAL CHILD
TRAVEL

“HOW TO TRAV EL AND EXPERIENCE THE WORLD”

Augusto uses the power of Social Media and the top travel sites to

connect with millennials through amazing experiences as he explores
the world! It’s just you and him and the camera. Each episode is an
uplifting Life Lesson unwrapped through laughter and adventure as
we bring back the human element to a genuine travel experience.
WATCH ONLINE

2017 / HD / 10x26’ (Season 01)
10x26’ (Season 02)
Produced by
AUGUSTO VALVERDE

DOCUMENTARIES

TRAVEL

GUARDIANS OF HISTORY
TRAVEL & HISTORY

“A UNIQUE WAL K THROUGH THE WONDERS
OF HUM ANITY”

The world cultural heritage is threatened. Some of the most valuable

treasures we have inherited are in danger of extinction. War and
totalitarianism are the main risk, as well as money and ambition.
Nevertheless, there have always been people willing to put their lives
in danger to defend the heritage. Guardians of history is a fantastic
documentary that shows the most precious jewels of world heritage.
WATCH ONLINE

2016 / HD / 6x45´
Produced by
PRISA VIDEO

DOCUMENTARIES

WILDLIFE & NATURAL HISTORY

JUNGLE PLANET
WILDLIFE

“AN INCREDIBL E 4K ADV ENTURE”

Presenting

the most beautiful, overwhelming and surprising
biodiversity of jungles and forests of the planet… a fantastic journey
into the most valuable ecosystems of the earth. A call of life. An
incredible 4K adventure to understand the richness and importance
of jungles and trees.
WATCH ONLINE

2017 / 4K / 26x26’
Produced by
Terra Incognita Docs

DOCUMENTARIES

WILDLIFE & NATURAL HISTORY

WILD MENU
WILDLIFE

“OUR PL ANET IS L IKE A BIG RESTAURANT WHERE EV ERYTHING AND
EV ERYONE CAN BE EATEN”

Feeding is one of the most important activities of animal life. Eating

is the most basic, elemental and primitive instinct: with a full belly,
everything else is possible: mating, travelling, resting... Animal´s
eating habits, their favourite dishes, their table manners, their regular
meal times or the amount of food they eat, will lead us to discover
their most streaking behaviour, how they relate to each other, their
amazing physiology or the peculiar anatomy of some bodies.

2014 / HD / 26x26´
Produced by
CINTV

WATCH ONLINE

DOCUMENTARIES

WILDLIFE & NATURAL HISTORY

WILD CONNECTION
WILDLIFE

“ENJOY THE V AST L IF E EXUBERANCE OF TWO UNIQUE PLACES
ON EARTH”

This

series uncovers the astonishing similarities and the sharp
differences between two of the Earth’s richest meeting points
between continents: the natural bridges where very different animal
populations intermingle in their eternal quest for survival.

2011 / HD / 6x52´
Produced by
CINTV

These geographical bridges between huge land masses create unique
places where the flora and fauna of two continents intermingle.
A narrow strip of land connecting the continents of the Americas
becomes an authentic Noah´s Ark displaying a large variety of species.
They all come from the North and the South in pursue of a new home:
Central America - a geological newcomer, compared to the age of the
northern and southern land masses.
WATCH ONLINE

DOCUMENTARIES

WILDLIFE & NATURAL HISTORY

WATER LIFE
WILDLIFE

“THE ROL E OF THE WATER IN AL L ECOSYSTEM S AS NEVER
SEEN BEF ORE”

Each

2008 / HD / 26x26´ & 13x52´
2012 / 3D / 26x26´
Produced by
CINTV

chapter deals with a different ecosystem and through the
dynamic script we will gradually find out about the characteristics
of water, which makes life possible on the planet, and the different
ways that the animals and plants have adapted to this environment.
Water Life follows the water in all of its manifestations, discovering
the things that make it so fundamental to life, showing a fascinating
and gripping world.
A voyage of discoveries, from glaciers to deserts, from fountains to the
vast sea depths, where we will find the most wild and diverse nature.
Thanks to this documentary, we will learn some of the secrets that
make water the real pool of life.
WATCH ONLINE

DOCUMENTARIES

WILDLIFE & NATURAL HISTORY

THE TALE OF THE MAGPIE
NATURAL HISTORY

“A RARE DISTRIBUTION OF AN ANIM AL SPECIES AND
AN ENIGM A TO SCIENTISTS TIL L NOW”

There

is always a reason why animals live where they do. A
documentary that uncovers the secrets of a species living in two
faraway places in our planet, and now joint by science, art and mystery.
In the two distant countries two common women enjoy the company of
magpies drawing sparks and extra curiosity element for these people.
They, in parallel way, learn surprising facts about the distribution of
the species in China and Spain and the mystery that still floats over
the reason for this strange circumstance.

2014 / HD / 1x52´
Produced by
CINTV

WATCH ONLINE

DOCUMENTARIES

WILDLIFE & NATURAL HISTORY

WOLF´S WAR
NATURAL HISTORY

“A DANGEROUS PREDATOR IS REACHING CONF RONTATIO N PO INT
WITH HUM ANS ONCE AGAIN”

How far the modern world can adapt itself to the presence of a
predator such as the wolf? Will the western society endure the
existence of wolves’ packs? Can man and wolves live on the same
areas in Western Europe?
WATCH ONLINE

2012 / HD / 1x52´
Produced by
CINTV

DOCUMENTARIES

WILDLIFE & NATURAL HISTORY

THE DARE OF GARAMBA
NATURAL HISTORY

“THIS IS THE ADV ENTURE OF RISKING HUM AN L IF E O N DAILY
BASIS TO PROTECT NATURE”

Located in probably one of the worst places in the world for a National

2011 / HD / 2x52´
Produced by
CINTV

Park to be, Garamba stands in a forgotten corner in the northeast of
the Democratic Republic of the Congo: a hidden heaven for brutal
guerrillas and a favourite destination for poachers in search of ivory.
Luis Arranz, a Spanish biologist with over 30 years of experience in the
continent, has accepted the challenge of turning Garamba back into
the splendid place it used to be many years ago. An uphill struggle
that Luis and his committed team have to face daily… A battle against
oblivion and destruction, a search for a safe place for Garamba’s
wildlife and human inhabitants…
WATCH ONLINE

DOCUMENTARIES

HISTORY

THE DEMISE OF ETA
HISTORY

“THE PATH TO END TERRORISM
IN SPAIN”

On October 20, 2011 three masked members of ETA announced, “the

2016 / HD / 1x100´
Produced by
PRISA VIDEO

definitive end of (our) armed activities”. For more than 40 years, this
terrorist organization had been murdering, maiming and extorting
people in Spain, in its drive for the independence of the Basque
Country (called Euskadi in vernacular), one of the Northern territories
among Spain’s 17 autonomous regions. From 2011 on, ETA has
remained inactive. Its existence had become an anachronism in the
political history of the European Union. The demise of ETA marks the
beginning of a period of gradual normalization in the Basque society.
WATCH ONLINE

DOCUMENTARIES

HISTORY

600 RESTLESS YEARS
ANTIPOPE BENEDICT XII
HISTORY

“600 YEARS L ATER, WIL L POPE M OON ACHIEVE TO
REST IN PEACE?” ”

Year 2000. The Papa Luna’s skull is theft and this fact occupies the

front pages of the media all over the world, awaking the legend. The
Civil Guard organized the Moon Operation to retrieve the valuable
relic. But the skull really belongs to Pope Moon? We undertake a
5-years scientific investigation to identify these remains. Benedict XIII,
Pope of the Schism of Avignon; a powerful and educated man who
was part of the most turbulent moments in the history of the Church.

2016 / HD, UHD / 1x52´, 1x75´
Produced by
STUDIO CINEMA

WATCH ONLINE

DOCUMENTARIES

HISTORY

ROMAN ENGINEERING
HISTORY

“THE M OST IM PRESSIV E ANCIENT ROM E
DOCUM ENTARY AROUND”

The documentary brings back to life the historic moment in which

In production / HD / 4x60´
Produced by
DIGIVISION, STRUCTURALIA, GRADHERMETIC & TVE

a Roman aqueduct is to be built. An engineer must find a location to
build a city and to equip it with a specific infrastructure that will grant
a solid water supply.
Thanks to incredible computer simulations, graphics, and astonishing
aerial and land shots of the territory, the viewer will travel through
the Iberian Peninsula and learn how the process of building such
structures was. In addition, the viewer will be able to discover the
engineering behind some of the most spectacular constructions in
history.
WATCH ONLINE

DOCUMENTARIES

CURRENT AFFAIRS

CLANDESTINE AMAZON
CURRENT AFFAIRS

“AN EPIC JOURNEY TO THE IL L EGAL SIDE
OF THE WORL D´S L UNG”

Directed

2015 / HD / 6x45´
Produced by
DISCOVERY CHANNEL, DISCOVERY MAX, 93 METROS,
7 Y ACCION Y LA CLAQUETA

and hosted by David Beriain, “Clandestine Amazon” is a
fascinating adventure, an immersion in the forbidden, illegal side of
the last unconquered frontier of the planet. We travel to Peru, Ecuador,
Bolivia, Colombia, Venezuela and Brazil to meet drug lords, enter
cocaine laboratories, travel to the FARC guerrillas’ camps deep inside
the jungle, live with clandestine gold seekers who are devastating
the forest in their desperate search for the golden treasure and sit
face to face with hired killers. And all this through the eyes of a war
correspondent who tries to understand those clandestine worlds by
living with their protagonists, reaching places and characters never
seen on TV before. Further than telling a story, David invites us to join
the adventure.
WATCH ONLINE

DOCUMENTARIES

CURRENT AFFAIRS

YASUNI, GENOCIDE IN
THE JUNGLE
CURRENT AFFAIRS

“OIL AND M ASSACRES ENDANGER A TIM E WINDO W
TO THE STONE AGE”

In the heart of the Ecuadorian Amazon, deep inside the jungle, there

2014 / HD / 1x45´
Produced by
DISCOVERY CHANNEL, DISCOVERY MAX,
93 METROS, 7 Y ACCION

is an uncontacted tribe who has resisted every conquest. There is not
a single white man that has ever survived contact with them. But this
anthropological miracle called the Taromenane is on the edge of
extermination. Their ancestral land, Yasuni, one of the most biodiverse
places in the world, is over a huge pool of oil. Civilization, with their
need for resources, is advancing into the territory they share with
another tribe, the Huaorani. In this waning space, the two tribes kill
each other in what it seems to be a tribal war. A deeper look shows
something far more disturbing.
WATCH ONLINE

DOCUMENTARIES

CURRENT AFFAIRS

WAR AGAINST WOMEN
CURRENT AFFAIRS

“3 YEARS F IL M ING IN 10 DIF F ERENT
COUNTRIES”

The most ambitious documentary ever filmed about the use of rape
as a weapon of war. A quieted and ignored topic up to date, which
makes victims impossible to be fixed and let criminals unpunished.
Dozens of brave women tell in “War Against Women” about their
suffering showing their faces, determined to finally make the world
hear them.
WATCH ONLINE

2013 / HD / 1x60´
Produced by
ISLAND BOUND & CONTRAMEDIA FILMS

DOCUMENTARIES

CURRENT AFFAIRS

I WANT TO BE MESSI
CURRENT AFFAIRS

“NO ROAD IS AN EASY ROAD”

As football agent Amalio Flores states, “For every player that makes it

2013 / HD / 1x52´
Produced by
CONTRAMEDIA FILMS & TVE in collaboration
with LA CAÑA BROTHERS

to the top, for every Messi and Maradona, there are thousands of kids
who never reach their goal... and the pressure that comes from their
families is so strong, that some of them even end up going the wrong
way. They bet it all for football, and didn’t study, becoming broken toys”.
The pressure coming from the kid’s parents, who hope their children
will take them out of poverty; dirty practices and sly deception
techniques from many agents; overly assertive coaching tactics and
excessive demand from clubs. I Want to Be Messi is a documentary
that shows the dark side of the most popular sport in the world, by
following the paths of kids who live on the outskirts of Buenos Aires
and who have bet everything on their dreams of one day becoming
football stars.
WATCH ONLINE

DOCUMENTARIES

SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY

2077, 10 SECONDS TO
THE FUTURE
SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY

“READY F OR THE IM PACT?10 “AND THE F UTURE IS …. NO W! ”

We went looking for the Future. We projected ourselves in 60 years’

2017 | 4 x 55 ‘(HD)
Produced by
RTP / Panavideo

time to find out how we are going to live in 2077. Where will we be?
With what resources are we going to live? Which technologies are we
going to use? How are we going to respond to our concerns? What
sort of humankind do we want to be? Where do we want to go, and
how? Which consequences are ouracts today going to have in the
future? These are some of the questions addressed in this fascinating,
4-episode journey between the future, the present and the past.
We met influential personalities in global society andlaunched this
challenge: how do you depict the world in 60 years, in a wide variety of
areas? Natural resources, power, transportation, space, climatic change,
economic development, politics, war, society, health and food, artificial
intelligence, values, art and culture are some of the topics approached
in this documentary series.
WATCH ONLINE

DOCUMENTARIES

SPORT

EVEREST
SPORT

“EV EREST, A SUPERHUM AN CHAL L ENGE”

There are few places left to discover up to date and a few adventures

yet to be done. Climbing Mount Everest in winter, with no supplemental
oxygen and a light expedition, is like a space trip. During winter season,
it has only been climbed once in history, it was a Polish expedition in
1980 but they used supplementary oxygen to achieve it. Since then, no
one has ever treaded the world’s highest mountain in winter and no
one has ever achieved it without artificial oxygen.

2017 / HD / 1x55’
Produced by
ONZA

Alex can do it: he has the necessary drive, experience (expert in winter
expeditions to the Himalayas), strength, joy (never to be discouraged)
and a point of madness, a much needed quality common to all
adventurist. In addition, he has teamed up with Carlos, a young promise
with no experience in the Himalayas but with an immense capacity to
convey the essence of the brutal adventure. Will they make it?
WATCH ONLINE

DOCUMENTARIES

SPORT

DYING FOR THE SUMMIT
SPORT

“JUST BECAUSE L IF E IS AL READY A RISK”

Who decides how we should live our lives? Carlos Suarez, one of the

leading international extreme sportsman, shows in this documentary
why he chooses a life full of challenges and adventures. He offers
another way to understand life, explaining why climbers risk their lives
in every expedition. There are many ways of accepting that the simple
fact of living means a risk.
WATCH ONLINE

2016 / HD / 1x52´
Produced by
CERVINO PRODDUCCIONES

DOCUMENTARIES

SPORT

OLYMPIC LIVES
SPORT

“A DISTANCE RACE, A L IF E OF SACRIF ICE AND PERSEVERANCE ”

OLYMPIC LIVES is not just a sports documentary. It is a documentary

2015 / HD / 1x52´
Produced by
ANLO PRODUCTIONS

of five human stories of perseverance and effort. It is about life, the
joys and disappointments that make us grow as a person. A group of
athletes who surpass themselves every day on their way to the Rio
2016 Olympics.
Each athlete embodies an Olympic value which is present, with a
special prominence, in his life: Ricardo Ten is persistence. Laura Gomez
represents courage. David Casinos is pure self-improvement. Alejandra
Quereda and Elena Lopez who embody the sacrifice. Pablo Torrijos,
effort. All of them have similar carreers and lives: children who stand
out for a natural talent in their disciplines and work hard to achieve
their dreams. All were born in ordinary families, middle class. All they
have has been achieved by believing in themselves.
WATCH ONLINE

DOCUMENTARIES

SPORT

CYCLING AGAINST
ADVERSITY
SPORT

“ONE OF THE BIGGEST CHAL L ENGES IN THE CYCL ING WO RLD,
NEV ER TAKEN BEF ORE”

The

extreme sport athlete Juan Menéndez Granados, after an
impressive career cycling through the most remote places on the
planet, arises a unique challenge to time not managed by anyone; To
be the first person to reach the South Pole by bike in total autonomy.
Four years of preparation in the most extreme situations would help
him to face this unprecedented challenge.

2014 / HD / 1x45´
Produced by
CERVINO PRODDUCCIONES

WATCH ONLINE

DOCUMENTARIES

SPORT

FISH AND HUNT
SPORT

“ F OR THOSE WHO L OV E OUTDOORS L IF E ”

30

great documentaries related to large game and small game
haunting, filmed in Spain and France.
Species: Roe Deer, Sarrio, Muflon, Red Deer, Chamois, Spanish Mountain
Goat, Rabbit, Wood Pigeon.
Habitat: Countryside, High Mountain, Forest.
Hunting modality: Stalk, Cimbel, Driving Hunt.
WATCH ONLINE

2011-2017
29x30’, 1x56’
Produced by
Stalking Films

FA C T U A L

FACTUAL

HACKER’S WORLD
FACTUAL

“DISCOV ERING THE DANGERS OF NEW TECHNOL OGIES”

New technologies and Internet are present twenty-four hours a day
in our lives, and everyday grows the number of devices connected
to the network. But it also increases the number of threats related
to these technologies: from internet frauds to the theft of personal
information. It is necessary that users are aware of these risks to learn
how to detect and avoid being a victim of them. Hacker´s World is a
program with an informative approach in which the dangers of these
technologies are analysed with the aim of raising awareness and offer
solutions to prevent them.

2016 / HD / 12x26´
Produced by
VERALIA

WATCH ONLINE

FACTUAL

SYNCHRONIZED
FACTUAL

“A PARAL L EL L OOK AT THE L IV ES AND WORK
OF ENTREPRENEURS ACROSS THE WORL D”

Synchronized tells the story of 24 different people, from 24 different

cities around the world. They’re fun and outgoing, and allow the viewer
to delve into their lives and learn about their ambitions and projects.
The show follows doctors, surgeons, gastronomes, carpooling
businessmen, designers, ranchers... 3 characters per chapter
synchronously guide us through a day in their lives.
WATCH ONLINE

2013 / HD / 8x50’
Produced by
TVE, TELEFÓNICA, GLOBUS PRODUCCIONES

LIF E ST Y LE
INTERIOR DESIGN

BEAUTY

HEALTH

LIFESTYLE

LIFESTYLE

INTERIOR DESIGN

BEAUTY

DECOIDEAS

RENEW YOURSELF
BEAUTY

How to decorate a house, with a budget of no

A program that brings the world of beauty to

INTERIOR DESIGN

BEAUTY

more than 600 €. It gives you an original, easy
and affordable ideas to execute an aesthetic
transformation.

the woman and man of today, helping to find
and to promote the attraction of every person
based on advices and tricks.

WATCH ONLINE

2008 / 13x30´

2006 /15x30’

Produced by
ATRESMEDIA

Produced by
ATRESMEDIA

WATCH ONLINE

FOUR WALLS

RENEW YOURSELF

INTERIOR DESIGN

BEAUTY

Visit the most singular and stylish houses to

With

learn the secrets of decoration. Have an overview and know what is “in” and what is “out” in
decoration and design.
2007 / 13x30´

WATCH ONLINE

2006 /40x30’

a dynamical and innovative style,
the reporters of the program present the
last trends in fashion, beauty, gastronomy,
shopping, decoration, technology, cars, hotels
and trips.
WATCH ONLINE

Produced by
ATRESMEDIA

Produced by
ATRESMEDIA

LIFESTYLE

HEALTH

WHAT´S WRONG
DOCTOR?

BETTER IS POSSIBLE
H E A LT H

H E A LT H

This

A show about health problems, for every kind

show focuses on human stories with
people who are in trouble. The psychologist
of the program moves to the place where the
protagonist lives, and tries to set up a selfhelp treatment to improve the situation.
2006 /70x45’

WATCH ONLINE

Produced by
ATRESMEDIA

2009 /124x30’
Produced by
ATRESMEDIA

H E A LT H

H E A LT H

A

2006 /70x30’
Produced by
ATRESMEDIA

WATCH ONLINE

WATCH ONLINE

MOVE YOURSELF
AT HOME

OXYGENE 3
program made to entertain and teach in
a practical and simple way, how to have a
healthy life. It uses an informal language
adapted to everybody, to explain interesting
and useful advices.

of public. The best specialists of the country
listen to the questions of the spectators.
Directed and presented by Doctor Bartolomé
Beltrán (one of the most successful and
famous doctors in Spain).

Space that offers the spectator a series of ex-

ercises that can be done at home, using daily
devices as a book, a towel, a chair...
WATCH ONLINE

2006 /60x30’
Produced by
ATRESMEDIA

SCREENINGS
AND FURTHER INFORMATION

We kindly invite you to visit our website www.onzadistribution.com
You will freely find trailers and further information.

To screen full versions, we require you to register and get your log-in
info:
email: _________________( your e-mail address )
password: ______________( the one you prefer )
Once you have done it and we have approved the account, you should
simply log-in on the upper right hand corner, click on view full episode,
and you’re good to go.

If you have any problems please get in contact with us:
onza@onzadistribution.com

W W W.O N Z A D I S T R I B U T I O N.C O M

FOR FURTHER INFORMATION

onza@onzadistribution.com
Suero de Quiñones 38, 1B:- 28002 Madrid

